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A B S I H A O I

Particle production in the inelastic proton-nucleus

interactions have been investigated at the Initial momentum

р„ = 7 GeV/c for Be, Al, C, Cu, Cd and Pb nuclei.

A-dependences of both Л"" and p differential mul-

tiplicities are parametrized as <"и,-> ̂  Й ' . Similar

parametri
2
ation seems to be also suitable for the normali-

zed topological cross-section*, W " (&)•=
 я
/бТ

л
 of the

processes with n" forward emitted negative pions. The de-

pendence of o ^ on the (secondary particle type and

its Jcinemafcical region foi *Wl~> (A) and on n" for

W (A) has been obtained. These experimental data indicate

to secondary interactions of the produced particles inside

nucleus. i

The total multiplicity distribution is observed to

obey KHO scaling, with the same f ( Z ) function as for

jpp interaction*
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing interest to multiparticle production in

the high energy hadron-nuclel interactions is observed now.

The possibility to investigate the space-time picture of

the hadron-hadron interaction on the one hand and the at-

tempts to "establish the mechanism of the deep-inelastic had-

ron-nucleus reactions on the other hand are the reasons of

that. However we have poor and separate experimental data

on multiparticle production on nuclei at high energies. The

most of these data have been obtained bj means of the nuc-

lear emultion method. Unfortunately, tiiis method does not

usually give information about particle type, sign and. mo-

mentum, the target nucleus is not clearly identified too.

We have investigated the multiparticle production in

7 GeV/c proton-nucleus collisions. The main aim of this е
л
-

periment was to inve/itigate the A-dependence of the diffe-

rential multiplicities, topological cross-sections and two-

-particle correlations in the inelastic proton-nucleus col-

lisions. This paper is concerned with differential multip-

licities and topological cross-sections. If the inclusive

reaction

a + Ъ -*• с ... (1)

ie investigated the following sum rule may be used:



Л
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« c/g . с/б

.here jV (Pc> » ё£ 1? * Э^Шс ' 3£35t
 i

ferential cross section of c-particlf production in reaction

(1)? ®ca!> ^ s k*113 total inelastic cross-sections

fe < Я«- a r o
 *

n e
 * ° *

a
^ energy and momentum of С г

< H
t
> is the average multiplicity of С particles if

the integral is taken on the total phase volume of reaction

CD.

Sometimes function J>
t
 (f?<.) is called differen-

tial multiplicity of С -particles. We shall also use

this term for integral taken on the part of the total pha-

se volume.

EXPERIMMAL ffiTHOD

The experimental layout is shown in Pig.I. The seconda-

ry proton beam of IT.EP proton synchrotron was focused to the

center of two anticoinsidence counters placed downstream of

the spectrometer magnet. The proton momentum was 7.0 GeV/c.

Protons were counted by the triple counter beam monitor.

о
The nuclear targets (Be, С, А1, Cu, Cd and Fb) were placed

into the track spark spectrometer to increase the solid ang-

le of the secondary particles detected. The target thicknes-

ses differed from 1.2 to 5 g/cm in correspondence with 0.25

GeV/c proton range. The secondary particles were detected

by six sections of the opticb.1 spark chambers placed into

16.7 EGs magnetic field. The more detailed description of

the spectrometer has been done in [i^ . The efficiency of

the spectrometer permitted to detect secondary particles

for Qisb < ISO
0
 and &

ia
i >, 120° at momenta p £ 0.2

GeV/c for protons and p>, 0.05 GeV/c for pions. The

spark chambers were triggered by the scattering of the beam



proton in the target at tke angle of 40 usrad or larger,

The nuclear targets were interchanged after 10^ triggers

to decrease possible systematic difference between various

nuclei*

The obtained photographs were scaned on the acanning

tables. At this scanning the secondary particle tracks we-

re selected by their directions (forward or backward in lab),

charge signs and momenta (0.05 ^ P < 0.3; O.J ^ p < 1

or p > 1 GeV/c) estimated by the track curvature. About

1200 events of the proton-nucleus interactions for each tar-

get were scaned and analysed» The identity of both the scan-

ni.b£ criteria and the spectrometer efficiency permitted дв

to obtain the reliable A-dependence for the investigated pa-

rameters.

RESULTS

The differential multiplicities of negative pions have

been obtained neglecting the contamination of other negati-

ve particles ( \(~
t
 e~ , д»~ ). То obtain the protcn diffe-

rential multiplicity Л" " contamination having been deter-

mined from. Я to 7Г* ratio and Л* multiplicity obtained

has been subtracted from the multiplicity of positive partic-

les. Some deuteron contribution to the proton multiplicity

is possible at the nucleus fragmentation region. Because of

some efficiency uncertainty the multiplicities are represen-

ted only in arbitrary units.

Various differencial multiplicities are parametrized as

4И;> —< h *" where V indicates 7I~ or p at

a certain region of the phase volume. These dependences are

represented by solid lines in Pig. 2-6 where the different!-



al multiplicities are shown as functions of atomic weight

A. The parameters &<S are listed in Table 1.

Pig. 2 ehown the A-dependence oS the differential

multiplicity of the backward emitted protons with momenta

p < 0.3 and p > J.5 GeV/c The values of ot in these ca-

ses are large enough ( o* » 0.58 and ex = 0.62) and may

be compared with that for <*H> and * *« > in emulsi-

on ( c*b » 0.655 + 0.025 and crfy = 0.672 ± 0.030)

[ 2} . Data for p £ 0.3 GeV/c are compared with the da-

ta from Hef. [3] where the proton inclusive production at

the angle of 162° in 7I*A interactions at p o =5.16 GeV/c

have been measured in particular. These data Ore normali-

sed to the data from our experiment and seem to be in ag-

reement with them.

Pig. 3 shows A dependence of the backward emitted ne-

gative pion multiplicity* This A dependence is somewhat

more weak than that of protons but is aleo increasing. In

this ease Of is in agreement with inclusive pion pi-oduc-

tlon data
о

Let us consider forward emitted negative picas.

4 shows A dependence of its differential multiplicities.

The total multiplicity of forward negative pione appears

to be weakly dependent of A. This is in agreement with the

•Buleion data for <• n s "> at this energy region ( 5 ] •

The multiplicity of pioos with momenta p $ 1 GaV/c

dtereasee with increase of A in agreement with the inclu-

sive data for pior. production in the proton-nuclei colli-

a&ona (6,7} * Tb±e decrease is treated as the pion absorp-

tion inside tha nuclei (б] . The increasing A dependence

of «oft ( p» < 0»3 GeV/c).pion multiplicity is ob-

•erved. Sucii dependence may be explained by the pion



generation and slowing in the second interactions inside

nuclei. The multiplicity of pions in the O.J ̂  p
n
 < 1 GeV/e

momentum region seems to be independent of A. This may be a

consequence of the compensation of absorption effects and

generation and/or slowing processes.

Fig. 7 shows «(,* for Л" and p differential multi-

plicities against the secondary particle momentum pst.t

Because of the vide integration regions for the secondary

particles ot{ represents the mean value of tf for each

region. 0< seems to be a smooth decreasing function of

&sec both for 7i~ and p (being greater for fi

than for "jT )• The inclusive experiment data {A,7J aj<e

also shown in Fig. 7. The small transverse momenta for the

data from Re£. [?) seem to lead to the smaller values of

Ы in [7} than in this experiment. The data in Fig. 7 are

also in agreement with the picture of secondary interactions

witLin nucleus, however the veriety of models may give simi-

lar predictions. It is of interest that of behaviour frwp

no sharp growth at the kinematical bound of the interaction

with quaeifree nucleon.

A dependences of the normalised to'pological orose sec-
к" fc"° in

tione W « = ^ / ^ A
 a r a s n o w n

 ^
 F i

S *
 8
*
 H e r e

б д is the cross section of the processes on the nuc-

leus A when И" forward emitted negative pions are detec-

ted, 5д - total cross section of all reactions on the

nucleus A trigging the spectrometer. These A dependences

appear to be decreasing for n = 0,1 and increasing for n a

я 2,3 end may also be represented as W ( Д ) >» /)**"

except of W (Be) point* The values of 0*и are lis-

ted in Table 2. The observed A dependence of V/д may



be explained by secondary pion generation processes insi-

de the nuclei*

The total multiplicity distributions are represented

in *ig. 9 as function ^ ( г ^ - ^ Ю Д*- of H

This kind of representation becomes traditional due to KNO

scaling proposed in [6] and observed in pp and other had-

ron interactions. This scaling phenomenon means the univer-

sality of T (Z) distribution for various processes and

energies. The meson multiplicity distributions in the had-

ron-nucleus Interactions have been also found to obey KNO

scaling f9] • In ?ig« 8 the total charge particle multipli-

city with protons contribution about half ofоit (see Fig.

6) ±в considered but not only pion one. The solid line is

Slattery approximation for V f e ) in PP interactions

fiO] . Thus the total multiplicity distributions for the

proton-nuclei and proton-proton collisions appear to be

described by the universal Yd) function. This fact

seems to be strange since the total multiplicity includes

both generated pions and protons emitted by nucleus. Two fol-

lowing simple possibilities may explain this effects

1) the T (2.) distribution is not sensitive

enough to the particle production mechanism or

2) there is profound analogy between the particle pro-

duction in the hadron-hadron and the hadron-nucleus interac-

tions though many protore and other fast fragments are

emitted by nucleus.



The following experimental regularities have been ob-

served In the multiparticle production in the proton-nuclei

interactions at 7 GeV/ci

1) the A dependence of the differential multiplicities

toth for JT~ and p may be represonued as ^^ > * Л

at various kinematical regions;

2) 0<7 both for secondary 3r" aad p smoothly

decreases wher. going from the nucleus to the beam proton

fragmentation region. In each kineicatical region O<V for

X< is larger than for Л" > &- seems to have no sharp

growth at the kinematical bound of the reaction on quasi

free nucieon»

3) l'ae normalized topological cross sections W (A)

for b* forward emitted ЗГ ша? also bo represented as

and <*
4
>

4) The total multiplicity distributions obey KKO sca-

ling for various nuclei with the same У СН) function

ae for pp interactions.

These experimental observations indicate to:

I) Partiole interactions inside nucleus leading to th«

absorption of fast and production of slow particles ore ap-

preciable in proton-nucleus collisions at 7 GeV/c;

II) Фаэге is the universality of She particle emission

mechanism both in forward and backward direction at the nuc-

leus fragmentation region.

III) Either f (Z) distribution is not sensitive

to the particle produotion mechanism or the profound analo-



gy between particle production on nuclei and hadrona ta-

kes place. This аду be a consequence of statistical nature

of many-body reactions.
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TABLE I

Parameter W$ for ̂  n^>-» A 'parame^riasation

as a function of secondary momentum p С GeV/e )

Emission

direction

Backward

Forward

P

P >O.}
P < 0.5

p < 0.5

t o t a l p
region

All protons

All charged part io-
les

protons

0.622 0.040 I.58
0.579 0.053 1.87

0.391 0.020 1.37
0.296 0.020 1.29

-0.040 0.054 0.94
0.230 0.029 0.5

0.278 0.029 0.28

negative piona

«* $«.• r/DF

0.505 0.036 0.72

0.213 0.019 2.03
0.010 0.017 0.55

-0.113 0.025 0.76
' 0.060 O.OII 1.42

,0.187 0.005 1*4

«t-



f •

Parameter v
b
 fo*- !»„_( A )<-A parametrization as

a function of tbe multiplicity of forward emitted

negative piона

n-

0

I

2

3

3 х

4

-0.026

-0.026

0.1X9

0.2^3

0.389

Э.436

&«

0.011

0.012

0.026

0.056

0.075
o.iaj

1.4

1.0

0.6

3.3

0.4

0.83

x) Without point W
?
( Be )
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FIG.1. The experimental layout. M - spectrometer magnet; T-target; SC-spark chamber

sections; B-proton beam; UB-unscattered beam position; S2,S3-beam telescope

(SI le not shown here); AI,A2-Treto counters; A3.A4-trigger veto counters



VlG,2-5 Differential multiplicities<nj> vs. atomic weight

A* <n^> are not corrected for the spectrometer ef-

ficiency. Solid lines represent <Гпд>~Д * dependence.

УЮ.2 Baokward emitted protons. О -p < 0,3 GeV/ej

• ~ P > °«3 Ge7/c| iS - data from paper Гз1.



Си 10O.Cd Pi Й

7IG.3 Backward emitted negative pions.



forward emitted negative pions. о - the total

momentum region» X - p < 0,5 GeV/oj о -0.3$p<IGeV/cj

Ф - p > I Ge7/o.
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PIG.5 Forward emitted protons. • - the total momen-

tum region; X - p<0,3 GeV/o| О - O,J$p« I GeV/ct

О - p>I GeT/«.
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PIG*6 (Total multiplicity of detested charge particles (•)

and detected protons (£) vs. atomic weight A.

18
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:Л к

1.4

• •

ж
I

• 4

PIG.7. all
 afl F

- function of secondary particle moaentum p (GeV/o) for protons (x)
and negatire pionei о - this experiment; о - data from /4/ji в - data -Tom
/7/.



• •a
1

FIG,8 Normalized topological сгозз-sections W
n
 for n for-

ward emitted negative pions against А. О - n = 0 ;

X - n = Ij ф - n : 2| Д - n = jj. Solid lines repre-

sent W
n
 •* A * dependence, dashed line - without point

W3 (Be).
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as a function of Z =FIG.9 f for various

nuclei. Here a is the total nuaber of detected secon-

dary particles including protons. 6 and 6 are the

topological and absorption огозз-sections. • - Be ,

X - С, О - Д1, О - Си, * - Cd, О - Fb.
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